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Important : Assembly
of this Arch requires
two people.

JE

“IMPORTANT, RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCE: READ CAREFULLY”
Thank you for choosing this Arch manufactured by the UK's largest manufacturer of timber garden products. In order to gain the most benefit from it, please note the
following:
- Exercise particular care and follow instructions.
- This Arch is pressure treated to ensure longevity of all timber components and protect against rot. This may leave a colour difference on some parts that will even out
as the moisture content stabilises. For extra protection from the elements we recommend that you treat your structure using a wood preservative treatment. Apply in
accordance with the manufacturers instructions.
- Please ensure that you thoroughly check all component parts for quantity and quality before you commence building the product. If there are any missing parts,
please contact the help line as shown immediately. The manufacturer cannot be held liable for damaged items once any part of the product has been fitted or altered in
any way (e.g. Painted)
- Timber is a natural material. It will shrink and swell as a result of varying moisture content.
- Please keep all plastic bags and small parts away from children in order to reduce the risk of suffocation.
- Important Note : Do not lean or stand on rafters during assembly they are not load bearing.
- If there are any technical queries with the product, please contact our customer help line on 0844 248 9853 between the hours of 8.30 am and 5.00 pm Monday to
Friday.
If securing into place using post supports, you will need to trim 30cm (12”) from the bottom of each upright.
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Secure a CTRAPOST on both sides
of the ELD62. Making sure that the
ELD62 is 475mm from the foot of the
CTRAPOST’s. Secure in place using
2x50mm screws on each side as
shown, screwing through the ELD62
into the CTRAPOST

475

Repeat the procedure with the other
ELD62
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Place both the completed
ELD64 assemblies on
their side. Place a
CTRAAR into the slots in
the CTRAPOST’s.
Position the ELD62
assemblies so that they
are in line and 1275mm
apart.
Secure in place using
2x50mm screws per post.

If you are not using a
post support system it
is recommended that
you locate the posts
30cm into the ground.

1275

Repeat the procedure with
the remaining CTRAAR.
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Place the CTRAMR’s onto
the structure so that the
notches fit securely onto
the CTRAAR’s as shown.
Position equally and
secure by screwing
through the CTRAMR into
the CTRAAR using
2x70mm screws per
CTRAAR.
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